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Welcome'
The month of November was very exciting for the
UMATT team. We are starting to see the overall
tractor and how all the different components will
be integrated into the final design. Our first major
parts order was submitted and the initial build of
the tractor will begin in December.

Internal'Design'Review''
Earlier this month we held an internal design review
where all team members attended. This gave the
new members a better idea of how the tractor is
going to look this year.
Figure 2 –Internal Design Review (Tractor Overview)

Figure 1 –Internal Design Review (Steering Tower)
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'External'Design'Review''
We also held an external design review where we
invited UMATT alumni. The UMATT alumni
provided lots of great feedback for our team. Thank
you to Alexander Lee, Matthew Stephens, and Rheal
Boileau for coming out.

Tractor'Model'Progress''
All the major design components have been designed
and added to the model below. The remaining parts
that still need to be designed are the side console,
wheelie bars, hitch, exhaust, pedals, and a few more
minor components.
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Figure 3 –External Design Review (Tractor Overview)

'

Figure 5 – Full Model Overview

Drive'Train'Progress'''
Mostly all of the components for the transmission have
been ordered. A big thank you to Ogura Industrial
Corporation for their in-kind sponsorship of the clutch.
Testing the individual drive train components will
begin in December.

Figure 4 –External Design Review (Seat Box)

Figure 6 – Clutch from Ogura industrial Corporation
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Figure 9 –Buck Converter

Figure 7 – Open Differential (lockable)
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Shop'Day'Pictures''
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Electrical/Controls'Progress''''
The Electrical system and controls system of the
tractor have been designed. The electrical team is
currently testing the individual components.

Figure 10 –Work Session

''''

Figure 8 – 7 inch Touch Screen Display

Thank you to our sponsors for their continued
support.

Figure 11 –Work Session
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